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Innovation &
Investment

FAU: Holographic microscopy may
provide an e�ective red tide warning
system

5 April 2023
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

Holographic microscopy could enhance detection of red
tide in aquatic environments

Red tides, caused by Karenia brevis blooms, are a recurring problem in the coastal Gulf of Mexico. The
organism produces toxins that can cause �sh kills, temporary shell�sh harvesting closures, respiratory
irritation in humans and death in sea turtles, dolphins, manatees and birds.

But holographic microscopy could potentially offer a red tide warning system, according to researchers
at the Florida Atlantic University (FAU) and Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute.

Called the AUTOHOLO, the research team developed a novel autonomous, submersible, 3D holographic
microscope and imaging system designed to be used in situ (in place) to study marine particles and
plankton in their natural environment.

“All of Florida’s central and southwest Gulf coast beaches and counties have been affected by
outbreaks of red tide resulting in devasting effects on marine life as well as impacting human health,”

(https://www.globalseafood.org)
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said Dr. Stella Batalama, dean at the FAU College of Engineering and Computer Science. “Our
researchers have designed the AUTOHOLO to be versatile enough to overcome challenges associated
with small or �xed sample volumes as well as environments that are visually complex to be used as a
warning system for red tide.”

(http://www.choicegroup.in/canning)

The study, which was published in the journal Harmful Algae
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1568988323000288?via%3Dihub), is the �rst to
utilize holography to characterize red tide in the �eld and breaks new ground for monitoring harmful
algal blooms (HABs) and tackling limitations associated with current methods used to monitor these
blooms.

Researchers collected surface and sub-surface water samples during �eld studies. Red tides, caused by
Karenia brevis blooms, are a recurring problem in the coastal Gulf of Mexico. Photo courtesy of Florida
Atlantic University.
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Using the AUTOHOLO, the researchers conducted �eld measurements in the coastal Gulf of Mexico
during an active red tide bloom over the 2020-21 winter season. They also collected surface and sub-
surface water samples during these �eld studies. In the lab, researchers analyzed these samples using
benchtop holographic imaging and �ow cytometry for validation.

A training dataset of red tide cells – created using holographic images – was used to train a
customized existing convolutional neural network (CNN) for automated classi�cation. Researchers also
utilized a custom-built towing system designed to help the AUTOHOLO in recording data over large
spatial ranges during a bloom.

Across diverse datasets with red tide concentrations at varying levels, researchers showed 90 percent
accuracy in their results. They also demonstrated the utility of combining the AUTOHOLO with the
towing system to enable characterizing particle abundance over large spatial distances, potentially
facilitating rapid characterization of red tide distributions over large areas during bloom events.

“The convolutional neural network used on the processed imagery facilitated rapid detection and
analyses of Karenia brevis at all concentration ranges. This con�rms the ability for near real-time
detection if we integrate the data processing onboard the AUTOHOLO, which would be the next step,”
said Dr. Aditya R. Nayak, co-author and assistant professor at the FAU. “Since typical red tide cell sizes
are well within the instrument resolution range, all bloom phases can be monitored and tracked,
including initial bloom development, which is increasingly important to strengthen forecasting and
bloom development and modeling.”

Because the AUTOHOLO captures particles over widely varying abundances, even at extremely low
concentrations (about 5 particles/mL) and detects cells at low concentrations (less than 5 cells/mL), it
has the ability to monitor early bloom phases of red tide, which might not be possible with other
methods such as remote sensing.

“Red tide blooms can occupy varying depths in the water column, and surface focused single point
sampling or sampling at limited discrete depths may under-sample or miss any population aggregating
at a depth,” said Dr. Malcolm McFarland, co-author and a researcher at the FAU. “In the future, the
AUTOHOLO could be integrated into existing HAB monitoring networks to enhance the capability of
detecting red tide in aquatic environments around the world.”

Read the full study (https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1568988323000288?
via%3Dihub).
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